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Why has this report come to the Panel?

To report the results of consultation the first stage of the Community Governance Review of 
Parton Parish; to obtain agreement to the initial proposals as the final proposals for 
publication; and to agree the draft Community Reorganisation Order for final approval by 
Council on 4 April 2017. 

Recommendation – that the Electoral Review Working Party:

(a) Notes that there have been no responses received as a result of the consultation;
(b) Confirms the Initial Proposals as set out in paragraph 4 as the final proposals for 

publication;
(c) Agrees the draft Community Reorganisation Order set out at Appendix “A” for 

approval by Council on 4 April 2017.

1 Introduction

1.1 The Working Party on 3 October agreed the Terms of Reference and Initial Proposals 
for the Community Governance Review of Parton Parish, under the provisions of the Local 
Government and Public Involvement in Health Act 2007 (the 2007 Act). The initial proposals 
were for a reduction in the number of Councillors on the Parish Council from thirteen to 
eleven.

2 Consultation

2.1 The 2007 Act requires a principal council undertaking a review to consult local 
government electors in the area under review, together with any other individuals or 
organisations considered to have an interest in the Review. The parish council concerned and 
the County Council are statutory consultees.



2.2 The method of consultation is not prescribed. The consultation on the Parton Review 
started on 19 December and closed on 6 February. Consultation has taken the following 
forms:

 Terms of Reference and Initial Proposals have been placed on the front page 
of both the Council’s website and the Parish Council’s website throughout the 
consultation period;

 Editorial coverage in the Whitehaven News during the consultation period, 
which gave details of how electors could respond to the consultation. 

 Individual consultation by letter or e-mail with the statutory consultees, the 
parish council Cumbria County Council.

3 Consultation Responses

3.1 The Council has received no responses to the consultation, from either of the statutory 
consultees, Parton Parish Council and Cumbria County Council, or from any individual electors 
or organisations.

3.2 The lack of responses to the consultation is in some ways disappointing, but it is also 
understandable and predictable – neither the Parish Council nor any electors are affected 
financially by the proposed changes, either beneficially or disadvantageously; and the 
proposed changes will not in any event come into effect for more than two years. The 
important point to note here is that the legislation requires the Council to follow due process 
in conducting a review, and we have done so, including giving electors adequate opportunity 
to respond to the consultation if they wish. The fact that they have chosen not to is 
immaterial.

4 Final Proposals

4.1 As the Council has received no comments on our initial proposals our initial proposals 
can be confirmed as the final recommendations. These will be to reduce the number of 
Councillors on Parton Parish Council from thirteen to eleven, with effect from the 2019 parish 
council elections.

4.2 The final recommendations will need to be published. Publication will mark the 
conclusion of the formal review process.

4.3 The final proposals and the consequential Community Reorganisation Order will need 
approval by full Council. The draft Order is attached as Appendix “A” and the associated map 
at Appendix “B”. It is intended that the draft Order will be submitted to Council on 4 April 
2017, along with the draft Orders which may arise from the other three Community 
Governance Reviews for Beckermet with Thornhill, Egremont and Seascale parishes. 



5 Conclusion

5.1 The proposals in this report will enable the Working Party to successfully conclude the 
Community Governance Review of Parton parish, with the exception of the approval of the 
Community Reorganisation Order by Council. 

Consultees – Lead Executive Member; Managing Director; Director; S151 Officer; Monitoring 
Officer

Appendix “A” –  Draft Community Reorganisation Order

Appendix “B” - Plan


